


Latino votes in response to CIR Actions 
 New survey research tests the impact of party action on 

Latino voter choices. 
1. Power of rhetoric using actual CIR statements from four U.S. 

Senators (including all three Latinos). 
2. Assess whether speeches influence perceptions of the 

individual Senator, and/or the Senator’s party 
3. How much does Latino vote hinge on immigration 

considering all other issues on the table? 













































Immigration: THE deciding factor? 
Some people we talk to say they don’t agree with the 
Republican Party on a variety of issues, and even if the 
Republicans supported immigration reform with a path to 
citizenship, it would not change their opinion of the party. 
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Some people we talk to say they don’t agree with the 
Republican Party on a variety of issues, and even if the 
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Other people say that while they might still disagree on some 
issues, if the Republicans support immigration reform with a 
path to citizenship they would be more favorable towards 
the party.   
How about you? 
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1. There is no such thing as “distancing from the party”. Senators and party absorb 

benefit or blame for rhetoric and/or position taking. 

2. CIR is deal maker or breaker for Latino electorate. GOP support hinges on party 
actions on passing the bill. Executive action scenario would significantly benefit 
Democrats and further damage GOP (it could be worse…) 

3. Over half of the Latino electorate open to GOP if they help pass CIR. 
 CIR trumps partisanship and all other issues for 52% Latino voters. 

 Clear evidence GOP has unprecedented opportunity to open the door to the 
Latino vote. They stand to gain votes and win elections. 

 

 



Thank You! 

Full toplines/results posted at our website: www.latinodecisions.com   


